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Hedge funds had another mediocre year in 2012. The widely tracked HFR
Weighted Hedge Fund Index returned 6.2% following a loss of 4.1% in the
prior year, while the S&P 500 Index (SPY) surged 16% in 2012 after a 2%
gain in 2011. Some high-profile managers suffered big losses or left the
industry. Heavy-weight John Paulson, who made his name by betting
against subprime mortgages, is still deep under water. His Advantage Plus
Fund was down 19 % as of end of October, following a 53% loss in 2011.
Another star trader, Greg Coffey, left Moore Capital after two years of
losses in his emerging market funds. This has raised the question again:
Does the hedge fund industry face diminishing returns after the industry
has become so big?
Hedge funds have enjoyed spectacular growth over the past 15 years,
climbing from about $120 billion of assets under management in 1997 to
about $2 trillion in assets in recent years, according to BarclayHedge.
Despite a temporary outflow after 2008 financial crisis, total AUM have
almost clawed back to the peak of 2007. There are many reasons for this
growth. But undoubtedly the most important one is hedge funds' ability
to deliver superior uncorrelated returns accompanied by reduced
volatility. Proponents of hedge funds point out that the outsized
performance is possible due to their lightly regulated status, flexible
investment process, skilled managers, and the ability to use
unconventional assets and strategies, such as investing in illiquid assets,
taking short positions, using leverage or derivatives and taking bets on
event arbitrage (see chart 1 for AUM growth).
Chart One: Hedge Fund Assets Under Management
(click to enlarge)
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However, hedge funds operate in extremely competitive markets, where
information and trading advantages are unlikely to last for long. Hedge
fund managers normally consider themselves as alpha generators. As the
industry becomes bigger and assets under management grow, it has
become harder and harder to deliver alpha. Many managers have found
that markets inefficiencies disappear quickly. Also, to manage a large
amount of assets, the managers find it difficult to execute trades without
moving the market. Even worse, many hedge funds are chasing the same
opportunities. Meanwhile, attracted by the high fees and high incentive
pay structure, many unskilled me-too managers have started and run
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hedge funds. As a result, hedge fund returns have declined steadily over
last two decades. The law of diminishing returns is taking effect in the
hedge fund industry.
To prove the point, I have calculated annualized five-year rolling returns,
as shown in Chart Two. There is a very clear downward trend in
aggregate hedge fund returns, declining from 20% to around 1% in the
last twenty years. The other disturbing observation is that correlations
between hedge fund performance and equity markets are increasing over
the years (see chart 3 for detail). This may imply that hedge fund
managers are taking more beta risks as it is getting harder to find alpha
opportunities.
Chart Two: Annualized Five-Year Rolling Returns of HFR Hedge
Fund Index
(click to enlarge)

Source: Hedge Fund Research, Inc, Julex Capital Management, LLC
Chart Three: Rolling Correlations between HFR Hedge Fund Index
and S&P 500 Index
(click to enlarge)

Source: Hedge Fund Research, Julex Capital Management, LLC
In conclusion, as hedge fund AUM and the number of managers grow,
good managers who can consistently deliver outsized returns have
become very difficult to identify. Before John Paulson became known for
his mortgage bets, he was a second-tier merger arbitrage manager.
Average hedge funds will not be able to provide excess returns or the
diversification benefits they used to offer. Hedge fund investors will have
to be very careful in picking strategies and individual managers. To be
successful in investing in hedge funds, investors will need a lot of luck.
[Editor's note: Hedge fund replication ETFs include QAI, QMN, CSM,
HDG, MCRO, CSLS, ALFA and QEH.]
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David Jackson Comments (1068)
Excellent article, Henry. Thank you.
Hedgefund underperformance is also hitting the research business. Look at the
numbers here; they're horrendous:
http://bit.ly/VSG80M
20 Jan, 06:46 AM
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SA Editor Eli Hoffmann Comments (422)
Fascinating link David. Not surprisingly, investment banks found themselves
unable to punish big clients by reducing their access to research, and were
forced instead to punish themselves by pruning or culling their research teams
and coverage universe.
20 Jan, 09:27 AM
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Jon Springer Comments (3698)
Good work sir!
Also, as the number of hedge fund managers has grown, there's become a bit of a
herd mentality among many, which was what they were supposed to be hedging
against (the herd). For example, anyone can subscribe to Sum Zero
(http://sumzero.com) where some managers exchange their best ideas.
There's probably still some amazing needles in the hedge fund haystack, but I think
they're increasingly challenging to find (not that I have the $$$ to look for one - LOL).
That chart on hedge fund correlation is actually pretty worrying. Not good when
everyone gets correlated.
20 Jan, 07:23 AM
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jakurtz Comments (1612)
Henry or Jon, I am trying to figure out where the concern I should be looking out for.
my thought is true hedge funds may be doing as well as they ever have while so
many so-called hedge funds reduce the overall return in the hedge fund universe.
Hedge funds reached a tipping point where so many managers began using the
same hedge techniques canceling out each others return as well as having enough
influence to begin moving the s&p in their direction. A little like when too many
investors used the same TA approach back in Graham's day.
I am sure I am missing something so I would like to here more about the concern
aspect.
20 Jan, 09:44 AM
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Seems like sound analysis to me JAK. My concern is that when the investment
universe gets too correlated, the risk of a crisis event increases.
Like 0

20 Jan, 10:38 AM
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jakurtz Comments (1612)
ahh, makes sense. Somewhat similar to a flash crash type situation too many
managers with too large a pool of capital all acting in the same way at the
same time, but in this instance, perhaps in the same way over a longer period
of time. Thanks . And great article Henry.
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Baboon Comments (322)
ALFA etf looks good.
20 Jan, 07:09 PM
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